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making it clear which neighbor is “more
ient to “go along with”. In its rivalry
with Russia the West may loose once
again. In the presidential race the proRussian politician Viktor Yanukovich has left behind the pro-European Viktor Yushchenko. The slight difference in the number
of votes is like an alarm bell—the spirit of European freedom is
gradually displacing the wind of change coming from the East.
This is primarily due to Ukraine’s proximity to the European Union countries. Is it possible that Ukrainian nationalism will be
able to fully develop without Russian chauvinism? Certainly not!
The upcoming elections in Central Asian countries should prove to be
more predictable, at least because there is really no one in the region to be
guided by except for Russia. We are a transit country. Europe is slightly
too far away, while the other great power, China, is still far from being an
unrestricted political influence in Central Asia.
However, what the future Kyrgyz Parliament, which is to be elected
in late February, is going to be like can only be determined to a certain
degree of probability. Nearly all the current parliamentarians have already
announced that they are going to run in the next election. The new Jogorku
Kenesh will only have one chamber and 75 chairs. And in the meantime
nearly the entire Cabinet, provincial governors and current deputies are
seeking places in the parliament. But not all of them are going to fit!
Many are worried about their current posts, which they could lose
if a new president came to power this autumn. The deputies are also
deeply troubled—these ministers and governors are too serious a political
competitor for them. So they made a kind of knight’s move. They passed
a law, the essence of which is that the current deputies have an advantage
in elections over ministers. In order to run for the parliament the latter will
have to quit their jobs. As for the parliamentarians, they don’t have to quit
anything: whatever happens, their term of office expires in February.
The Kyrgyz mass media are getting ready for the parliamentary elections, trying to do several years’ work in half that time. Prospects for relatively impartial coverage of the elections are still there. The situation is a
bit more difficult in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. In Uzbekistan the private
mass media have lost the most important thing—financial support from the
outside. First the Soros Foundation office was closed in Tashkent, then the
regional Internews office. The methods are similar in Tajikistan—private
publications are experiencing financial pressure. And now the printing
houses are simply refusing to print them. The approach is somewhat different in Kyrgyzstan, more delicate somehow. There are no problems with
getting published or broadcast. What you do here is buy successful mass
media organizations and dictate your policy to them. However, this does
not discourage the parliamentary candidates. Once they’ve decided on
their method, they step on the accelerator and move forward and forward
only. The next stop is the parliamentary elections. The elections, which
no one can predict. But we know one thing they are not going to be: uncontested. And while we are in the thick of this pre-election commotion I
would like to wish everyone a happy new year!
Vasilina Brazhko,
Project Director in Kyrgyzstan
Central Asia Media Support
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The Ministry of Transport and
Communications
jettisons the bill on state policy for the
development and use of the Internet.
The bill was earlier posted on several
Bishkek websites for public discussion.
The Ministry’s officials claim that submitting the bill to the public for discussion did not guarantee its subsequent
approval.
5 August
“Kyrgyzstan” Commercial
Information Agency project
starts in Osh.
The project involves producing 5000
news bulletins, publishing 400 analytical
articles in Russian, Kyrgyz, Uzbek and
English, and conducting 60 press conferences with Kyrgyz, Uzbek and Tajik
analysts and journalists. The press center’s mandate is to support information
distribution to Fergana Valley residents
and develop access to analytical information.
9 August

Publication of The Moslem newspaper
is supported in Jalalabat.
The paper is expected to counter the influence of the extremist
party Hizb ut-Tahrir. Jalalabat provincial state administration is
concerned about the party’s increased activity, especially among
young people. The lack of a platform for spreading religious
canons and Islamic values provided by the only religion-oriented
newspaper gives a chance for non-traditional Islamic movements
and various totalitarian and radical sects to spread.
4 August
Voice of Russia radio station
broadcasts in Russian.
This radio station started to broadcast
in Russian in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.
Programs in Russian can be heard on
VHF for 4 hours a day in Osh and for
12 hours a day in Dushanbe, Tashrabad
and Leninabad (Tajikistan). Programs
of Russian International Radio, a joint
music and information project of Voice
of Russia (Golos Rossii), Russian Radio
(Russkoe Radio) and the Commonwealth
(Sodruzhestvo) channel, will be aired.
12 August
The Media Representative Institute
intends to submit
the case of Talas Turmushu
journalists to the Supreme
Court of the Kyrgyz Republic
The journalists are charged with violating Articles 127 (Libel) and 128 (Insult)
of the Penal Code. The plaintiff is the
head of Talas Municipal Education Department (GorONO), K. Orozaliev. The
first court session was held on 23 April

Mass Media Association’s address to Kyrgyzstan’s Prime Minister.
The association, which brings together 18 broadcast and print media of Kyrgyzstan,
addressed the Prime Minister with a request to assist in the development of a transparent mechanism for frequency distribution for TV and radio broadcast purposes, taking
into consideration the interests of the broadcasting companies. They also asked that
privately owned stations and their interests be considered when developing state programs for TV and radio broadcast development.
16 August
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2004, acquitting B. Boronbaev of all
charges, while K. Imankulov was fined
the amount of 100 minimum wages according to Section 2, Article 127 of the
Penal Code.
16 August
Piramida is in the hands
of Areopag-Bishkek.
Shares of Piramida TV and Radio Company have been purchased by AreopagBishkek holding company. According
to the holding company’s CEO Erkin
Dzhamanbaev, Piramida needed money
for modernization and development. It
made a request, and the holding company invested real money in it. Meanwhile, Erkin Dzhamanbaev denies rumors about the shares being purchased
by President Akaev’s family.
23 August

A memorandum on fair
participation in the 2004-2005
election campaign is signed
by a group of journalists.
Kyrgyzstani journalists participating in
the 3rd Republic-wide Conference entitled “Civil Society Institutions and Elections” signed a memorandum for mass
media and journalists of the Kyrgyz Republic covering the 2004-2005 election
campaign and entitled “For fair elections”. The document was signed by a
small proportion of the conference participants as individual journalists, not
mass media representatives.
28 August
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The Second Republic-wide Mass Media Development Conference was held.
The conference was organized by Internews-Kyrgyzstan and the Mass Media Association with the financial support of Soros-Kyrgyzstan and USAID. This was an attempt to determine the best possible method to enable the country’s media market to achieve
a new stage of development. After one of the sessions the participants adopted an address to the President of the Republic
regarding the allocation of radio frequencies for TV and radio broadcasts.
16 September
A new magazine,
Investments Today, is being
published in Kyrgyzstan.
The magazine’s circulation is 2000 copies. It is published every quarter and
distributed among executives and international organizations. At the same
time the magazine is available by subscription and through retail outlets. Its
purpose is to improve awareness of business and investment issues, both among
entrepreneurs and government officials.
30 August
Russian radio station Mayak
to air in Bishkek again.
The programs are aired on the third
channel of the city’s wire radio network
from 5 a.m. until midnight. Mayak’s
partner in Kyrgyzstan is an independent
radio station, Almaz.
31 August
Kadamzhaj regional TV company
created in Osh Province.
Its creation was initiated by Kadamzhaj
Region’s akim, Dastan Berdiev. The
new Kadamzhaj TV company, Kadam, is
funded from the region’s budget. Television programs will be broadcast once
a week on Batken provincial state television until the National TV and Radio
Company provides air time.
8 September
Jalalabat for transparent elections.
A round table was organized by Jalalabat
Mass Media Resource Center and the
Information Center for Democracy Sup-
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port and Jalalabat regional state administration within the framework of a joint
project to create a press center in the
town of Jalalabat. The meeting brought
together journalists, NGOs, members of
election committees and government
agencies.
11 September
Editors’ Association
to fight journalists’ illiteracy.
A public association called the Association of Local Mass Media Editors has
been created. The organization aims
to bring together local mass media to
increase journalists’ professionalism by
providing resources, technical assistance and consultations to journalists,
mass media actors and educational institutions that train reporters. In addition,
the association intends to consolidate
Kyrgyzstan’s journalists and create an
extensive network with similar organizations in other countries.
13 September
Three programs of
Raketa TV Production Studio
selected to air on Mir.
Otdykhai! (Take a Break!), Avtomir
(Auto World) and Ocharovannyi Strannik (Enchanted Pilgrim) will be broadcasted by Mir throughout the CIS for
a year. The Moscow office of the international TV and radio company has
selected the programs through a competition. The programs will represent Kyrgyzstan alongside other programs from
the countries of the Commonwealth.

THE MASS MEDIA
SITUATION
IN TAJIKISTAN
August - September
Assault on Radzhab Mirzo: an
attempt to intimidate journalists?
International non-governmental organization, Reporters Without Borders (RSF)
and the Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) expressed concern about the cruel assault
on Radzhab Mirzo, chief editor of the
opposition newspaper Ruzi Nav. On the
evening of 29 July Radzhab Mirzo was
attacked by an unidentified person who
delivered several blows to his head with
a heavy metal object.
A politician is charged with
defaming the president.
Rustam Faiziev, vice-chairman of the unregistered opposition party Taraqqiyot
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004
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OSCE representative advocates
revoking the libel law.
At the 6th Central Asian Conference
held in Dushanbe on 23 September
2004 Miklos Haraszti, representative of
OSCE, announced that defamation law
and access to information are the two
most serious problems faced by the region’s mass media. Haraszti advocates
revoking the defamation law, which is
often used as an instrument for silencing
journalists.

THE MASS MEDIA
SITUATION
IN UZBEKISTAN
August - September
was accused of defaming the president
and inciting ethnic, racial and religious
enmity. Tajikistan’s papers published
assumptions that the arrest of the activist, who belongs to a party which the
authorities do not want to register, is a
not so subtle hint that the party’s activities are not going to be legalized.

Odami Olam is another newspaper
disliked by the government.
Safvat Burkhonov, deputy editor of
Odalmi Olam weekly, told Avesta News
Agency that his paper’s office received
an official warning from the General
Prosecutor’s office, in which the publication is accused of inciting ethnic enmity. He also reported that after the tax
police closed the private printing house
Djiyonkhon, which serviced Odami
Olam, on 19 August the newspaper has
not been able to find another printing
house in which to go to press.
The OSCE Centre helps
revive a newspaper.
After fifteen years the once-popular
Kulyabskaya Pravda newspaper was published again. The newspaper first came
out in 1944 in the town of Kulyab in the
south of Tajikistan. The Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) Centre assisted with the publication. The newspaper is to be published on a weekly basis in Russian and
Tajik with a circulation of 2500 copies.
OSCE officials in Tajikistan say that supporting the old periodical’s revival was
necessary. Economic conditions in the
southern part of the country leave much
to be desired - there is not a single private radio station in Khatlon Province,
and access to television programs is limited. The publishers expect to increase
the circulation to 5000. Some copies are
going to be distributed throughout the
province free of charge.
MICA, DEC E M BE R 2004

For the first time in Uzbekistan’s
history an intervention by
journalists helps save a newspaper.
The newspaper Bukhari Eshlari which
stopped being published about a month
ago resumed its operation. The official
reason for closing the paper was lack
of money and the withdrawal from the
ranks of its founders of the regional
branch of Kamolot, a young people’s
organization financed and supported by
the government. However, the newspaper was revived immediately after Deutsche Welle aired a different view of the
paper’s closure.

The country’s Cabinet
held a meeting of an
Interdepartmental
Coordination Committee
for improving and increasing the effectiveness of information activity and data
communication.
The committee observed that efficient exchange of information between agencies responsible for
importation, installation and use of communication devices and high-frequency
equipment has been established. In the
first six months of 2004 illegal use of
908 radio communication devices was
stopped. Issues related to the operation
and the development prospects of the
National Association of Electronic Mass
Media were examined. Work on meeting Uzbekistan’s legal requirements for
data communication and production of
TV programs by license-holders, as well
as registration and re-registration of
business units were analyzed in detail.
Legal Regulation and
Professional Standards in
Election Campaign Coverage
was the title of a seminar for journalists
organized and held from 24 August until
28 September by the OSCE Centre in
Tashkent. The seminar examined Uzbekistan’s electoral system and gave an
overview of the country’s electoral legislation. The responsibility of officials
for violating mass media legislation was
also discussed.

Army-related topics censored.
In early August the Press Service of the Republic’s Defense Ministry distributed an
official notice notifying of a new system requiring consent for publishing articles
that refer to the defense agency. The notice, numbered 14/1197 and printed on
the official stationery of the Defense Ministry, was received by the chief editors of
nearly all of Uzbekistan’s newspapers.
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8 September is the International
Day of Journalistic Solidarity.
This date gave cause for Arena website to debate whether solidarity among
journalists exists and discuss the ways
it is manifested. Dozens of mass media representatives were polled. They
were unanimous in saying that there is
no journalistic solidarity in Uzbekistan.
The reason? Mainly because there is no
independent press. Much of the media
depends on government funding. There
are small groups of journalists that provide moral support to each other. However there is no developed strategy for
advocating their interests, and no specific institutions, societies or legal channels for defending individual journalists
or publications.
Reporter detained by order
from the ‘highest quarters’.
A reporter of the Voice of America Uzbek representative office, Yusuf Rasulov
was detained for a long period at a road
police station on his way from Dzhizak
Province to Tashkent after interviewing
farmers who complained about abuses
of power by provincial administration
officials. The police made it clear to the
reporter and Mukhitdin Kurbanov, a human rights activist traveling with him,
that they had been detained by an order
from the ‘highest quarters’. “It was not
difficult to determine that,” said Yusuf
Rasulov, “since we heard the detention
order on the portable radio of the road
police officer standing right by our car.”
Shortly before that Rasulov and Kurbanov recorded interviews with several
Dzhizak Province villagers, from whom
plots of land were taken away by order
of the local administration for cottonplanting purposes.

The operation of Internews, a
non-governmental non-profit
organization was suspended for six
months in Tashkent.
For a year the organization has been
widely publishing observations and
evaluations of the state of affairs in
Uzbekistan’s press. On 13 September
Tashkent City Civil Case Court settled
a City Justice Department suit. After
inspecting Internews, justice officials
discovered some violations of operations
and current legislation, which warranted
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legal action and subsequently a decision
to suspend the operation of this NGO,
which was registered in 2001.
13 September

Uzbekistan’s president Islam
Karimov proposed accreditation
to the Czech press.
This is what he said in a speech at his
official meeting with the president of the
Czech Republic, Vaclav Klaus in the Durmen residence: “Today the information
sphere is not only the most effective and
efficient, but also dangerous when relied
on too much. It is with much regret that
I must say in Europe people hear about
us through the Russian press. Since we
have good relations with Russia at the
moment, we have no need to worry. It
means that Europe knows about the positive reforms in our country. But as soon
as our relations become somewhat tense,
we already know that there is going to
be a corresponding reaction in Europe.
That is why I would like to draw your attention to this and ask Czech journalists
and maybe some mass media representatives to receive accreditation with us.”
13 September
Uzbekistan’s TV company was
admitted to the Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU)
at the association’s annual meeting held
in Almaty. Membership in this organization creates new opportunities for the
development of television and radio.
The audience in Asia-Pacific countries
will now have a chance to directly receive extensive information about the
country’s history, about the customs,
traditions and the culture of our people.
At the same time Uzbekistan’s TV viewers will have an opportunity to become
acquainted with the lives of the people
living in this region. In addition, local
experts will have more opportunities for
professional development, mastering
advanced technologies used in creating
television productions, and considering
the experience of the world’s leading
companies.
29 September

Vicken Cheterian

Little Wars and
a Great Game.
Addressed primarily to journalists, this
volume offers a general profile of post-Soviet conflicts in the North and South Caucasus in the last decade. Analyzing the
emergence and evolution of the conflicts,
the author follows their internal logic and
looks at the main stakes and stakeholders,
both regional and external, the international impact of the conflicts and potential
prospects for the region.

Ed. A. Iskandarian

Migrations in the Caucasus.
Conference Papers.
The volume includes papers presented at
the International Conference on Migrations in the Caucasus held at the Caucasus Media Institute. The authors are
well-known experts on migration, social,
political and national studies from Russia
and the countries of the South Caucasus.
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004
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The ugliest forms of so-called black PR were
used. The upcoming elections, especially the presidential elections, are not likely to be different.
THOSE WHO LOOK FOR
A SOLUTION ARE GOING TO FIND IT
Practice shows that the number of independent
mass media in Kyrgyzstan drastically decreases by
the beginning of an election campaign. The authorities need no upstarts at such a critical time and
they know how to find common ground even with
the most uncompromising editors, treating some
with carrots and others with sticks.

NEW BROADCAST MEDIA HAVE BEEN SAFELY
PREVENTED FROM BROADCASTING… SO THE
LICENSES WILL BE ISSUED ON A COMPETITIVE
BASIS… THIS MEANS IN PRACTICE THAT WHOEVER
PAYS MORE WILL GET TO BROADCAST
During elections to city councils, the opposition
newspaper MSN (formerly Moya Stolitsa) published
the election program of the Alga, Kyrgyzstan! party. There seems to be nothing wrong with this at
first sight. However, for the past six months MSN
has been consistently publishing articles criticizing
Alga, calling it a party of power. Why did the newspaper decide to mar its image somewhat? This is a
question that remains unanswered.
Kuban Mambetaliev, the chairman of Journalists, a public association, thinks that the republic’s
mass media will play a key role in the upcoming
parliamentary and presidential elections. “The administrative sector, which is oriented towards authoritarian values, seeks to limit the principles of
freedom of speech and freedom of the press, and it
has been doing this with apparent success,” he said
to IWPR (Institute for War and Peace Reporting).
His words are confirmed by current facts—nearly
all mass media of some authority, both print and
broadcast, are influenced by the White House in
some way or other.
Kyrgyzstan’s highest-circulation newspaper,
Vechernij Bishkek, and the popular KOORT TV
channel are parts of a single media holding company, which the opposition claims is controlled by
Askar Akaev’s son-in-law. The president of NTRK,
the television channel that covers the most territory,
MICA, DEC E M BE R 2004

is appointed and dismissed by the head of state.
There is reason behind the fact that it was right
before the elections that modernization of NTRK
equipment was started as the channel introduced
digital broadcasting. The authorities are trying to
ensure that even in the remotest parts of the country people will get their share of propaganda. Pyramida television and radio was considered to be
the last stronghold of objective and unbiased reporting. However, Areopag holding company has
recently joined its founders. According to the opposition press, the holding company belongs to members of the president’s family. Thus, all the major
broadcast media, which actually play a key role in
the process of drumming “democratic values” into
people’s heads, are tied to one post. It is quite apparent which side they are going to be on during
the elections.
…BUT THERE ARE DEAD-END SITUATIONS
New broadcast media have been safely prevented from broadcasting. Starting with 2003 the State
Radiofrequency Committee (SRFC) and State Communication Agency (SCA) have been denying broadcasting licenses saying, “We are sorry, but there is
a shortage of frequencies, so the licenses will be
issued on a competitive basis.” Non-governmental
organizations together with the SCA produced competition regulations, while the SRFC published a
resolution this summer, saying that the frequencies
will be awarded through bidding. This means in
practice that whoever pays more will get to broadcast. According to Osh-TV president, Khalilzhan
Khudaiberdiev, this situation can lead to monopolization of the broadcast media by financial circles.
This is basically what the authorities that control
everything and everyone in Kyrgyzstan want.
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During parliamentary and presidential elections the
people of Kyrgyzstan witnessed unprofessional conduct
of the mass media nose-led by their founders. The capital’s newspapers published outright lies and rumors
about the candidates disliked by the authorities.

KYR YGZS TA N

Elections and the mass media–
what is at stake?

The authorities simply managed to find a gap
in this seemingly impenetrable “wall”. Especially
since the upcoming presidential elections are considered to be crucial to Kyrgyzstan’s future. The
power will be seized either by a successor, or by
someone from the opposition. There are no other
choices. This means that administrative resources
will be used vigorously, especially in relation to the
mass media.

NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED BY FREEDOM
HOUSE TYPOGRAPHY

If you consider the methods of influence used,
you see a nearly identical situation in the print media. Over 800 newspaper and magazines are currently registered in Kyrgyzstan, ranging from entertainment to scientific publications. However, very
few actually stand out, making profits and influencing public opinion. There are also those which are
considered foreign—Komsomolskaya Pravda, Argumenty i Fakty, and Moskovskij Komsomolets with
local supplements. Maybe this is the reason why an
amendment was made to the Election Code of the
Kyrgyz Republic prohibiting election-related publicity in the foreign mass media.
The chairman of the Central Election Committee, Sulaiman Imanbaev said that this was done for
national security reasons. The editors are puzzled
by this answer. According to Aleksandr Bannikov
(Moskovskij Komsomolets in Kyrgyzstan) this is an
antidemocratic step aimed at infringing the rights of
the Russian mass media in the republic. But no one
really considered his and his colleagues’ opinions.
According to Kuban Mambetaliev, as communicated to IWPR, unlike television channels privately
owned newspapers can thoroughly and objectively reflect the life of society. He thinks that they
are capable of defending freedom of thought and
speech.
However, the state has its methods of influencing the independent press. It lost one of these
methods when Freedom House, an independent
printing house opened. Things were much easier
before that. Sometimes after an opposition newspaper published its issue in Uchkun, the state printing house, it would find entire paragraphs featuring
criticism of high-ranking officials missing from the
articles. Sometimes Uchkun would simply refuse to
publish a newspaper. For this reason nearly all of
the opposition press switched to the American printing house once it opened.

WHATEVER YOU DO,
THE JOURNALISTS DON’T LIKE IT
During elections the operation of all media,
regardless of ownership, is regulated by the Election Code of the Kyrgyz Republic. The Code is
expanded and amended after each election, including the part where it says what the mass media are
allowed and forbidden to do. This part of the code
had undergone some changes before the elections
of 2005.

THE TYPOGRAPHY PRESSROOM OF FREEDOM HOUSE

A N D R EJ GOR D EEV

KYR YGZS TA N

C O V ER S TO RY

Nevertheless, the printing house works under
Kyrgyzstan’s legislation and it would have to obey
a court decision to discontinue a newspaper’s printing, if such decision is made. So the powers that be
still have a chance.
Surely there are newspapers that will try to
maintain a centrist position during the election campaign. But, again, saying that they will try does not
mean they will. Suffice it to recall the 180-degree
turn of Delo No., which published a series of negative articles about one of the presidential candidates
during the last elections.
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THE WORDING USED IN THE CODE WILL MEAN
DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT JUDGES… IT
WILL MEAN WHATEVER THE JUDGE DECIDES.
First of all, says Sulaiman Imanbaev, the chairman of the Central Election Committee, there is a
clear separation of the concepts of “informing voters” and “election campaigning”. Secondly, the
mass media is now to publish their rates for printing advertising materials on the candidates. This
is what Respublica failed to do during local kenesh
elections. The Central Election Committee even issued a reprimand to the newspaper. Thirdly, mass
media representatives are now allowed to film the
voting process, the counting of votes and the process of establishing election results from a location
designated by a district election committee chairman. They can do it for information purposes without violating the secrecy of ballot.
The issue of publishing poll results and forecasts
of election results in the media remains unsolved.
According to the code, this cannot be done starting with the moment the candidates are registered.
However, this is exactly when it should be carried
out. “Neither the Central Election Committee nor
journalists think that publishing poll results should
be forbidden from the moment of candidates’ registration,” says Sulaiman Imanbaev. “On three occaM I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004

THE CENTRAL ELECTION COMMITTEE IS
NOT INTERESTED IN HAVING DETAILED
DESCRIPTIONS OF ALL ASPECTS OF THE
ELECTION CAMPAIGNS
The journalists and the officials have different
understandings of election legislation. The former

THERE IS A RICH CHOICE IN THE NEWSPAPER MARKET TODAY IN KYRGYZSTAN,
BUT IT IS LIMITED FOR INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS.

find flaws in it that they think prevent the mass media from working effectively during elections. On
the other hand, Central Election Committee representatives claim that in order to conduct the election campaign competently it is necessary to know
the law, which the mass media often ignore altogether, relying on their instincts and hoping to get
away with it.

A N D R EJ GOR D EEV

sions the Central Election Committee and President
Askar Akaev have suggested rephrasing this paragraph as follows: ‘publication of poll results stops
five days before the elections’. This is world practice. The deputies did not support this initiative.”
Despite the changes made to the Code, the journalists are very skeptical about the law. “The issue
of pre-election campaigning is absolutely not regulated by the law. The wording used in the Code
will mean different things to different judges,” says
Farid Niyazov, reporter for Komsomolskaya Pravda
in Kyrgyzstan. “It will mean whatever he [the judge]
decides. It seems we won’t be able to write analytical articles during the election campaign.” “The
Central Election Committee is not interested in having detailed descriptions of all aspects of election
campaigns,” thinks Bermet Bukasheva, editor of
Lica newspaper. “The officials will follow through
whatever decisions the government wants”.

KYR YGZS TA N

CO V ER S TO RY

Abroad, in America for example, the unofficial
presidential campaign started at the beginning of
the year, and the mass media were successful in
covering the two candidates’ electoral race. Newspapers, magazines, radio and television broadcasts on the other side of the Atlantic were filled with
election news, people’s opinions, analyses of what
was happening, and the line up of candidates.
This is why public opinion is alert. The American
people already know whom they are going to vote
for. Compared to this, Uzbekistan’s mass media
do not look very good. Is it worth pointing this
out once again and upsetting the situation? It is
necessary! In fact, one of the conditions for free
and fair elections is a free and impartial press.
Recently a colleague of mine shared his impressions about the work of journalists in a foreign
country. He was impressed with the scope of a
certain journalist’s professional approach, in whose apartment one and a half rooms out of three
MICA, DEC E M BE R 2004

were used to contain an enormous number of filing cabinets. The files included materials about
events and persons of interest to him, his extensive analytical and research work in the Internet,
and long-term plans and investigations, including
on election topics. With this store of information
the foreign journalist creates high-quality output.
This kind of work can often be very wearing. But
it brings results. Can our journalists operate in
this manner?
As a reporter for Pravda Vostoka newspaper,
two years ago I suggested a plan for preparing to
cover the elections. Keeping in mind my unfortunate experience in 1999 when I could not get an
interview with one of the presidential candidates,
I decided to meet all party leaders in advance. Although no one in the editorial office showed much
interest in my initiative, and some were even skeptical, I managed to prepare four stories—one for
each party leader. I must say that the dialogues
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How strong and goal-oriented should journalists’ policy and practice be during the election period?
What power do Uzbekistan’s mass media wield? We must admit that the answers are not encouraging so far. The public, which receives information from a variety of sources, remains indifferent
towards it in most cases. Is this normal? Civilized? Acceptable?

M AKSUD OV A

UZ B E K I S T A N

Election coverage in
Uzbekistan: the way it was

M UY A S S A R

M A K S UD OV A

U ZBEKI S TA N

T H EM E O F TH E I S S U E
within the framework of
were held at a comfortathe Mass Media Democble pace and without unratization Project. It has
necessary strain; the leanow entered a stage ideders proved to be open
ntified as Mastery of Pafor discussion.
It was
rliamentary Journalism.
then and based on their
It is focused on research
answers that I formed my
carried out by monitoriopinions about the parting election-related press
es. Despite the fact that
publications by the instthe election campaign
itute’s staff.
was far off, and the law
I want to emphasize
on elections had not yet
that newspaper publicbeen adopted, the editors
ations are analyzed for
played safe and provided
quantity and quality in
equal space on the page
addition to comparative
to each person. In this
analysis. Materials focway the newspaper’s pousing on elections publlicy in covering elections
ished between 1999 and
was being formed in ad2004 by the republic’s
vance. I think that now,
party-affiliated and socwhen party leaders are in
THE MASS MEDIA WERE SUCCESSFUL IN COVERING THE TWO CANDIDATES’ ELECTORAL RASE
ially significant newspagreat demand, I would
pers were monitored. Radio and television analysis
not be able to follow up on my idea. This is also
will be performed for the current election period
what my journalist colleagues are complaining about.
only due to the lack of archived materials. Starting
In my current work at the Institute for Civil Sothis autumn, DVD and audio recordings of relevant
ciety Research, my interest in party-related issues
programs, debates and commercials will be made on
and elections in particular has increased. In July
radio and television.
2004 a Parliamentary Journalism Club was started

PRAVDA VOSTOKA NEWSPAPER MONITORING
he
newspapers
Uzbekiston Ovozi,
Fidokor, Adolat,
Millij Tiklanish, and XXI
Asr represent the partyaffiliated press. Khalk
Suzi (the Uzbek version
of Uzbekistan’s Olij Mazhlis publication), Pravda
Vostoka (published in
Russian with the Cabinet of Minsters as the
founder), and Khurriyat
(an independent newspaper) were selected as
a kind of catalyst for
comparing the opinions
of the authorities, the
party and the common
people.
To determine
the publications’ dynamics and the journalists’ interest in election-related subjects, it was decided to study materials
published six months before and one
month after the elections. Since elections are to be held in December 2004,
the final results of the monitoring with
relevant conclusions will be ready next
year, in February (after the senators are
elected in January 2005). Meanwhile we
suggest taking a look at an outline and
an analysis of the short monitoring of
Pravda Vostoka newspaper published in
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1999. We selected 209 articles on the
topic from 145 issues.
The materials were examined
according to 15 categories. Five of these
were descriptive and the rest required
evaluation. The first group included
such characteristics as date, year of
publication; author’s name, name of the
agency; article title, publication’s type
and genre; main topic of the article;
notes, and a brief conclusion.
The second group featured two types
of evaluation.
The calculated type

included a line count
and position on the page.
Such characteristics as
the presence and quality
of a photograph; the
relevance of the material
to current problems; its
significance for society;
the article’s effectiveness
(whether
it
created
responses, and resulted in
subsequent publications
in the newspaper); the
author’s position; the
presence of information
sources
and
their
authority; and emotional
content; and the level of
argumentation.
The figures in each
of the quality categories cited above
were then added and then divided into
the number of articles studied, 209. The
resulting average figures create the
following picture. The highest number
of points (3.38) is found in the category
“relevance to current problems”. This
indicates that the elections are still an
important milestone in the country’s
history. So they directly affect people’s
lives. The second position belongs to
“presence of information sources and
their authority” (3.28 points). Most often
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004
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Published pieces were also
monitored for such an interesting
category as their position on
a page. What does this result
in? Visually, every page has
positions that are either more or
less preferable for publication.
That is, if an article is in No.
1 position, it looks better and
is also better assimilated and
remembered. In the same way,
No. 4 is the worst position. After
studying the articles’ positions
for a month before the elections
and a month after, we have
established that the leading
position for articles is No. 3. Thus the
conclusion: election-related topics are
not especially popular even with the
editorial office
Of all articles studied only 13 proved
noteworthy to the expert group, which
amounts to about 6 percent. The same
number of publication titles can be cited
as appealing to the readers. Examples
include such headlines as “Can a cook
really end up in the parliament?” and
“How the fourth estate supports the first”.
Going back to the question asked in
the very beginning: how strong and goaloriented should the policy and practice of
journalists be during elections? We would
give the following answer. It should be
strong and goal-oriented enough to make
people, after they read the press, know
what things they need and what they
ought to consider, and not what to think
when it comes to a certain issue. The
choice should be made by the voters.

M UY A S S A R

the information received comes
from official sources such as the
Central Election Committee and
its Press Center. “Significance
for society” ranks third (3.26).
This item is positioned lower
than the previous one because
the newspaper featured articles
involving local problems and
overall did not deal with the
concerns of entire society.
“Argumentation level” received
3.07 points. The figure speaks
for itself. “Emotional content”
ranks fifth with 2.48 points. This
RESULTS OF PRAVDA VOSTOKA NEWSPAPER MONITORING
category did not even get half of
If we follow the dynamics of the
the total points, i.e. 2.5. This is a result
publications, we will see that only five
of dull, stereotyped articles that do not
articles were published during three
stir the readers.
months in 1999—July, August and
It is very unfortunate, but one of the
September. This changed somewhat when
main aspects in a journalist’s work, the
the election campaign was announced. In
“author’s position,” is lagging behind
October 42 articles were published, 94
with 2.42 points. This result is not only
came out in November and 68 in December.
disturbing, it is actually a cause for alaOut of the total number of publications
rm. After all, a journalist’s most impor139 were informational materials, and
tant quality is the presence of a firm stcontributions from correspondents. The
and on a number of fundamental issues.
remaining 70 (34% of the total) include
The important quality indicator of
other types and genres of journalism.
“publication’s effectiveness” deserves
One was in the analytical article genre
special attention. This category got 0
and one of a promotional nature. There
points. Not a single one of the 209 mawere two sketches, three surveys (polls,
terials received a response or a reaction
questionnaires), and four of both reports
from society, the subjects were not folloand essays. Political writing is represented
wed-up in subsequent publications, and
by nine publications, some of which can
no connection with previous articles is
be placed in this category only on the
observed. This means that our articles
basis of their form, but not their content.
hardly concern anyone. This indicator
Most (21) were interviews, which included
is an important confirmation of what has
the opinions of individuals.
been said in the beginning of the article.

U ZBEKI S TA N

T H E M E O F TH E I S S U E
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THE WANDERING OF THE NEWSPAPERS
The first attacks by the authorities on Ruzi Nav were recorded in January 2004
after the newspaper published an article titled “Rakhmonov: an isolated president”. The General Prosecutor’s office accused the newspaper of dishonoring the
president and warned the editorial office. Soon after that Ruzi Nav was barred
from printing at Sharki Ozod printing house, which belongs to the president’s
executive personnel. In February 2004 the newspaper started printing in a private
printing house, Dzhiyokhon.
In mid-August the tax police unexpectedly came to inspect Dzhiyokhon,
which was about to print four opposition newspapers—Nerui Sukhan, Odamu
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ANVA R TU RGUN BA EV
NA RGIS ZOKI ROVA

As early as spring of this year
Tajikistan’s analysts predicted that repressive measures by government officials
against their opponents (including opposition mass media) will increase as parliamentary elections approach.
In July the officials started a
real attack on a number of independent newspapers.

The Ruzi Nav weekly published in Dushanbe since July 2003 became the first
victim of the attacks. Ruzi Nav is Tajikistan’s first independent newspaper, and
had given a new horizon to free speech by going behind the government’s facades.
It featured stories about unscrupulous high-ranking officials and corruption in
various government bodies. Some articles described a hideous personnel policy
based on local group interests and close family connections

T AJIKI ST AN

Mass media: the hunting
season is open!

A N V A R T UR GUNBA EV
N A R G I S ZOKI R O V A

TA JI KI S TA N

T H EM E O F THE I S S U E
Olam, Najot and Ruzi Nav. The inspection showed that the number of copies
printed for Nerui Sukhan is larger than
the number indicated in the newspaper.
The printing house was closed. The
editors went to other printing houses in
the city. All of them refused to provide
printing services. In one of the printing houses someone said to the Assistant
Editor of Ruzi Nav, “We received orders
not to publish you, and we don’t need
any problems.”
Marat Mamadshoev, a Tajik journalist and political scientist, commented on
the suspended publication of opposition newspapers in an interview with the Russian NTV channel saying, “This is a prearranged
political move by the government
with the aim of suppressing with
a single stroke the independent
newspapers that do not please the
government.”
PERSECUTION IN
ORDER TO INTIMIDATE
On the evening of 29 July, the
chief editor of Ruzi Nav, Radzhab
Mirzo was badly beaten right by
the entrance to his apartment building. This is the second assault on
Radzhab Mirzo — on 18 January
2004, when Mirzo was on a business trip to Khudzhand, he was assaulted by unknown attackers. As
of yet, no official investigation results have been made public.
The chairman of Tajikistan’s Social Democratic Party, Rakhmatullo
Zoirov thinks that the recent attack
on the editor of Ruzi Nav is “a hint at what
the consequences of criticizing the country’s president might be”. Zairov said the
following about the upcoming parliamentary elections, “Once again, these won’t
be elections, but rather an appointment of
deputies by the head of state”.
According to the first vice-chair-

to do this the government would have to
remove all obstacles in their way before
the campaign for the parliamentary elections starts. Opposition newspapers are
one of these obstacles, and a major one.
At a meeting with Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rakhmonov on 6 September 2004 in Dushanbe OSCE SecretaryGeneral, Jan Kubis brought up questions
related to the freedom of the press in
Tajikistan. Kubis reported that OSCE
Center in Dushanbe will prepare a report
on the recent suspension of newspapers in
the capital, but also added the following,

“Freedom of speech in Tajikistan has considerably improved in recent years.”
The statement of Jan Kubis on the
freedom of speech sounded inconsistent
with the many appeals to Tajikistan’s
leaders made by the country’s opposition political parties and diplomatic missions accredited in Dushanbe.

MANY EXPERTS FORECAST THAT UNTIL THE
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS ARE HELD IN TAJIKISTAN…
OPPOSITION NEWSPAPERS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED…
man of the Party of Islamic Revival of
Tajikistan (PIRT), Mukhiddin Kabiri, it
is no secret in Tajikistan that Emomali Rakhmonov intends to “reign” for a
long time: until 2020 at the least. However at the moment he does not have
the constitutional right to do so. The
head of state needs to create a docile
parliament, which would in turn pass a
new law sometime before the elections
in November 2006. Such a law would
allow the current president to run for the
next two terms. Kabiri says that in order
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STOP THE DISORDER!
On 31 August 2004 the Committee for
the Advocacy of Journalists sent an open
letter to Tajikistan’s President, Emomali
Rakhmonov. In this letter the Committee urges the head of state to stop the
“expanding campaign for intimidating
and persecuting opposition journalists
in Tajikistan”. A similar petition to the
President was sent by Reporters Without
Borders. All appeals say that the campaign seeks to stifle criticism of the president, his ruling party and allies in the

parliament in the wake of parliamentary
elections in 2005.
In September 2004 Adolat newspaper, the publication of the Democratic
Party of Tajikistan, stopped coming
out. A mechanism earlier tested by the
government also worked this time. The
newspaper was printed in Karim Kodiri
printing house. The tax police found
violations and closed the printing house.
One thing that stands out is that this was
done by the authorities right after the
Democratic Party’s leader, Makhmadruzi
Iskandarov openly criticized the Tajik
government in a Russian newspaper Vremya Novostei. Other
printing houses in the capital
also refused to print Adolat.
The directorate of the Social
Democratic Party of Tajikistan issued a statement on the attacks
made on independent print media by Tajikistan’s government.
The statement says: “The purpose of these government actions
is to intimidate the mass media,
journalists and the political opposition before the upcoming
parliamentary elections.
This
kind of confrontational policy
contravenes numerous public
statements made by the head of
state claiming that Tajikistan’s
leaders are building a secular,
democratic state!”
The statement of the Social
Democratic Party also highlights
the fact that General and Military Prosecutors’ officers have
done a search at the office of
Odamu Olam newspaper, taking out
work materials and books. The General
Prosecutor’s office issued a warning to
the newspaper’s editors accusing it of inciting ethnic enmity. Similar warnings
have been earlier made to Ruzi Nav and
Nerui Sukhan newspapers.
Many experts forecast that until the
parliamentary elections are conducted
in Tajikistan in February 2005 opposition newspapers are not going to be published, or will be published at irregular
intervals. Opposition political parties are
saying with increasing frequency that the
authorities’ repressive actions toward the
press do not correspond to the standards
of a democratic country and lead a deterioration of Tajikistan’s standing in the
global community.
Article 30 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Tajikistan says that “The
freedom of speech, the freedom of the press
and the right to use information media
is guaranteed to every person,” and that
“national censorship and persecution for
criticism are forbidden”.
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004

WH AT AR E TH EY S AY I N G ?
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STANISLAV POLISHCHUK,
Editor, Russian News Desk,
AKIpress. Fergana

ZINAKAN PASANOVA,
journalist, Osh Zhanyrygy
provincial newspaper.

UMED BABAKHANOV,
Director, Asia Plus Media Holding

ABDUKAKHHOR DAVLAT,
Editor-in-Chief, Nachot Newspaper,
publication of the Party of Islamic Revival
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Electioneering has not yet started, but presents are already being distributed.
The upcoming elections will have vast sums of money involved. There will
be a universal decline in moral values at the 2005 elections. I feel sorry for
the good people, those who are determined and want to work for a civilized
society. They will simply be “pushed aside”.

When I hear the word “elections” a line from a famous fable comes to mind:
“No matter how many times the world’s been told…” No matter how much
we talk about people having the personal right to vote, it turns out that
people usually vote at an emotional level, because he [the candidate] is a
close or a distant relative. It doesn’t matter what he is going to do once he
is elected to this or that post, whether he can manage… the most important
thing is that “I like him, he is a good person, he is my relative”. There is no
voice of reason. Meanwhile honesty is a category which implies objectiveness, and emotions are not objective.

I don’t think that we are going to have fair and just elections. Especially if
the president runs again. As for the Jogorku Kenesh the majority will vote
for “their kinsmen”. Our society’s democratic consciousness is weak and is
not yet developed enough to allow for the holding of an individual opinion
and using it. At the same time few people are aware of the significance of
the parliamentary elections. Many think that a real member [of the Parliament] is someone who helps financially and provides material assistance.
Someone who supplies material goods and not someone who participates in
passing timely and necessary laws.

From the upcoming elections I expect the arrival of new strong and independent politicians capable of modern thinking and bringing benefits to the
people. New members of parliament should seek to become a real legislative branch of the government. As a citizen of Tajikistan I am not satisfied
with the work of the previous parliament, which featured few outstanding
people or real experts. I hope that after the elections to the Madzhilisi Oli in
February 2005 new honest leaders will appear who are people of principle.
(Off the record: Babakhanov refrained from commenting on the mass media
situation).

The Central Election Committee and other government agencies promise
to create an open and democratic climate for the parliamentary elections in
February 2005. In reality the independent press continually encounters artificial obstacles. Under current conditions Tajikistan’s “independent” mass
media have not yet achieved economic independence. In order to survive in
a market environment and avoid problems, those who are in charge of the
mass media and journalists try not to come into conflict with the authorities.
During the upcoming campaign we can expect that the press will favor the
candidates from the party in power.
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SALIMA SHARIPOVA,
political writer, Editor-in-Chief,
Osh Almanac.

KYR GYZS TA N

What to expect from
the upcoming elections

T H E S Y S TEM ’ S S H O RT C OM I N G S

prison. The journalist repeatedly stressed that the
officials framed him to avoid their major abuses being exposed.
Samagan Orozaliev was known among his colleagues as an investigative reporter who focused on
corruption cases. During the trial Bakyt Torobaev
maintained that there was no “framing” and that the
journalist had really tried to extort money from him.
The businessman also said he was surprised that Samagan Orozaliev was supported by both journalists and
non-governmental and international organizations.

Freedom of speech in the mass media
outside the capital, regardless of ownership, continues to decrease due to numerous trials brought about by “dignity
offence” and extortion lawsuits.

THE OFFICIALS HAVE GONE ON THE WARPATH
The precedent was created in 2000 when Jalalabat
City Court presided over by judge Zhusup Sulaimanov sentenced journalist and human rights activist, Moldosaly Ibraimov to two-years imprisonment
and a fine of 107,000 soms (2560 US Dollars) for an
article about the judge of Suzak Regional Court in
Jalalabat Province, Toktosun Kasymbekov. What is
remarkable is that the article was published in the
provincial newspaper Akyikat (Justice), founded by
Jalalabat Provincial State Administration and the
Provincial Kenesh (regional parliament). The court
also exacted 100,000 soms (2380 US Dollars) in favor
of the plaintiff from the provincial newspaper Akyikat, which published the infamous article. Later,
on 20 July 2000, in response to an appeal made by
the journalist and the newspaper, Jalalabat Provincial
Court presided over by judge Myrzamamat Shermatov reversed the city court’s sentence and lowered
the amount of the journalist’s fine to 10,000 soms
(240 US Dollars).
A JOURNALIST, ALSO AN EXTORTIONIST?
Quite a complicated story happened to Samagan
Orozaliev, the regional reporter of Zamana (Epoch)
studio, a national television and radio company. In
response to a claim made by Bakyt Torobaev, director of Maryam Unu OsOO, on 1 November 2001
Jalalabat City Court sentenced him to nine years in
a high security prison after charging him with extorting 1200 US Dollars. According to Bakyt Torobaev,
the journalist attempted to extort money from him by
“threatening to expose information which could discredit his father on state television channel”. Bakyt
Torobaev’s father, Ergesh Torobaev is a deputy in
Kyrgyzstan’s Jogorku Kenesh (Parliament) and a director of a local power supply network.
The Provincial and Supreme Courts later let the
City Court’s sentence stand. The journalist Samagan Orozaliev did not plead guilty and petitioned
for rehearing. Unfortunately, the support of local
journalists and the community did not result in a
different outcome. It was only the declining health
of Samagan Orozaliev that influenced the court authorities’ decision. In late 2002, just before the New
Year holidays, by decision of Aksu Regional Court of
Issyk-Kul Province, where the journalist was serving
his sentence, Samagan Orozaliev was released from
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SOMETIMES THE MASS MEDIA WIN
A lawsuit against a non-governmental newspaper
Fergana and a human rights bulletin Spravedlivost’
(Justice) filed by Tologon Abdullaev, director of Bazarkurgan Regional Center of Family Medicine had
a surprisingly positive outcome. The conflict’s background is as follows: in May 2003 an article entitled
A Clean-up Day the Bazarkurgan Way written by lo-

A JOURNALIST’S AIM IS FAIR
COVERAGE OF EVENTS

Z H A LI L

S A PA R O V

KYR GYZS TA N

The judicial system against
the mass media

cal human rights activist Azimzhan Askarov was published in the Fergana newspaper and Spravedlivost
bulletin. The article’s author criticized Tologon Abdullaev for major violations of medical workers’ employment rights.
In response the director of the Regional Center
of Family Medicine demanded that the editorial offices publish a refutation. Fergana newspaper consented and published Abdullaev’s article, in which
he denied all that had been written by the human
rights activist and journalist Azimzhan Askarov and
accused the author of libel. Moreover, Abdullaev
filed a claim with Jalalabat City Court against both
publications and against the human rights activist
Askarov seeking compensation for moral damages to
the amount of 100,000 soms (2380 US Dollars) from
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on the violations in the Regional Center of Family
Medicine as described in the article A Clean-up Day
the Bazarkurgan Way. The state committee confirmed violations committed by Tologon Abdullaev.
The committee’s chairman, director of the Provincial
Center for Family Medicine, Kadyrbek Ergeshov was
present at the trial and fully proved the defendants’
case.
FOUND GUILTY WITHOUT TRIAL
A scandalous incident occurred in Jalalabat involving two state-owned publications. The journalists of a provincial newspaper Akyikat (Justice) and
Chundyk Tuusu (Banner of Integrity), a publication
affiliated with a government agency, found out about

Central Asia –
in defence
of the future
Bishkek city,
Kyrgyz Republic,
17 – 18 September 2003
298 pages available
in English and
Russian languages
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This publication groups together speeches made at the 5th Central Asian
Media Conference held in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, on 17-18 September 2003
as well as thoughts, ideas and comments on how media have developed in
the region and what could be done to improve freedom of expression in the
Central Asian countries. Some of the authors have offered blueprints for the
future, some have focused more on the past. Some evaluated the present.
Different views, different ideas, all united by a feeling of patriotism for their
countries and the need to start improving the human rights situation as soon
as possible.
If you wish to receive the publication,
please contact Mira Shamuratova:
mira.shamuratova@cimera.org
CIMERA - Central Asia Media Project
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a local city court decision three months (!) after it
had been made. According to this decision, they
were fined a total of 10,000 soms (240 US Dollars)
for publishing false information. The trial was held
on 26 March 2004. According to the journalists of
Akyikat (Justice) and Chyndyk Tuusy (Banner of Integrity), the envelope containing the court’s decision
was dated 2 July 2004.
Incidentally, the founders of both publications
are government agencies. In the first case it is the
Provincial State Administration and the Provincial
Kenesh (parliament), and in the second case the
founder is the provincial law-enforcement agency.
The essence of the conflict is that the publications
printed articles based on the decisions of the Provincial and City Courts concerning Almakan Kaipova, a
private entrepreneur who set up a slate club among
several women. The courts of original jurisdiction
found Almakan Kaipova guilty of fraud.
Almakan Kaipova considered the information
published in the articles to be untrue and discrediting and filed a claim for compensation of moral
damages. A claim was also filed against Altynai Turushova, because according to Almakan Kaipova the
information was published in the newspapers at her
request.
Ernis Turdubaev, a legal expert for the Jalalabat
Mass Media Resource Center, says that the court
has made a technically uninformed decision. The
judge determined the total amount of compensation
for moral damages to be five thousand soms. Yet
he did not define how much was to be paid by each
defendant. At the same time, he obliged all defendants to pay 500 soms of state duty each, whereas the
official amount is 10 soms.
The journalists managed to appeal the City Court’s
decision. On 27 September 2004 the judicial division
for civil cases of the Jalalabat Provincial Court presided over by judge Kamil Osmonaliev considered
the journalists’ appeal and decided to partially allow
it. The court lowered the amount of compensation
for moral damages and obliged the two newspapers
to pay 1,000 soms (25 US Dollars) each.
And so cases of suppressing the freedom of
speech and opinion in court persist. There are many
more examples of legal action taken against journalists and the media, which were resumed after the
first hearing and are waiting for the right moment
to pounce on the professional freedom of journalists
with renewed energy.

Z H A LI L

A LAWSUIT AGAINST FERGANA,
A NON-GOVERNMENTAL NEWSPAPER,
HAD A SURPRISINGLY POSITIVE OUTCOME

the author and 50,000 soms (1190 US Dollars) from
each publication.
According to the human rights activist, the claim
was invited by certain officials of the Jalalabat Provincial State Administration. “I overheard the officials’ conversations and I know that it was them
who suggested and advised that Abdullaev take legal action,” says Azimzhan Askarov. It has come out
that before filing his claim with the court, Tologon
Abdullaev was summoned by the head of the provincial administration. He did not confirm the facts
published in the article. After that legal action was
initiated.
The process was started on 27 August and was
finished on 15 October 2003 with the decision of
the City Court presided over by Zamira Samakova
to deny the claim. The positive result was influenced by an inspection of the committee formed by
Jalalabat Provincial State Administration to follow up

KYR GYZS TA N
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A number of laws have been passed in Kyrgyzstan
securing professional freedom for journalists. Although the rights to freedom of speech and opinion
have been secured in law, and the judicial system, the
people working within the republic’s judicial bodies
do not seem ready to implement the basic principles underlying the concept of protecting freedom of
speech.
Laws of the Kyrgyz Republic entitled “On protection of a journalist’s professional activity”, “On mass
media”, and “On guarantees and freedom of access
to information”, along with Article 16 of the Kyrgyz
Constitution, in which fundamental right and freedoms are acknowledged and guaranteed, and other
laws and by-laws regulate the rights of journalists and
citizens to freedom of speech. But the trouble is that
many judges are either not aware of these laws or
they do not want to take their provisions into consideration during trials.
According to the editor-in-chief of Tribuna newspaper, Yrysbek Omurzakov, Kyrgyzstan’s courts only
use the articles of the Penal and the Civil Codes in
their practice related to lawsuits against mass media
or journalists. “They are not trained to work under
new social and political conditions, and many used to
work for investigative agencies and public prosecutors’ offices for many years before becoming judges.
That is, they only learned to accuse, ‘charge and discharge’,” he writes in his newspaper.
The head of the Jalalabat Branch of the NGO
Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society, Cholpon
Ergeshova, has monitored trials and come to the conclusion that many judges in district and city courts,
and even those in the provincial court, are not fami-

THESE NEWSPAPERS ARE AWARE OF THE
STRICTNESS OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM FROM
THEIR OWN EXPERIENCE

Z H A LI L

S APA R O V

KYR GYZS TA N

WHERE DO THEY EDUCATE THESE JUDGES?

liar with important international acts and treaties on
human rights that have been ratified by Kyrgyzstan.
In one of his interviews in 2002 the head of Jalalabat Provincial Court, Stalbek Bogachinov said, “In
the Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic and in the
constitutional law “On the status of courts” it states
that justice is administered by courts only, and that
no other body has the right to take over responsibility
for administering justice. Every sentence, every decision made by court concerning the cases it examines
should comply with the law and be based on justice.
Only then can we talk about administering justice”.

CMI, Yerevan, 2004. - 120 p. (in Russian)

Ed. A. Iskandarian
Religion and
Politics in the
Caucasus.
Conference Papers.
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The new CMI volume contains updated papers from the 2003 CMI
conference on Religion and Politics.
Written by prominent researchers
from Armenia, Georgia, Russia, the
US and Finland, the papers focus on
the region’s most acute problems in
the sphere of religion and politics:
radical Islamic trends in the Northern
Caucasus, the activities of Orthodox
purists anâ anti-ecumenists in Georgia, Islamic revival in Azerbaijan, religious and political discord in the
Armenian Diaspora and its repercussions in Armenia, and the role of the
Russian Orthodox faith in multiethnic
Russia. The volume is addressed to a
wide readership, primarily journalists
that have to cover these acute issues
in their daily work, and anyone interested in the Caucasus and in the role
religion plays in politics (and vice
versa) in the modern world.

The Illusions of
Transition:
Which perspectives for
Central Asia and the
Caucasus?

Conference Papers.

This volume of Conference
Proceedings is a joint project
between the Graduate Institute of International Studies
(HEI) and CIMERA. In a conference organized in Geneva
in March 2004, nine researchers from different professional
backgrounds such as historians, development workers, and
researchers, have approached
the subject of transition from
different angles. The papers
published in this volume offer
various professionals specializing in contemporary history
of the Caucasus and Central
Asia a rich material to reflect
on issues ranging from history
and continuity in Central Asia
to violence and illegal trade in
the South Caucasus.
The volume is available
in CIMERA Yerevan office
or can be ordered by emailing us at
contact@cimera.org
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The press gets assustomed
to struggle

ing the newspaper Nerui Sukhan show that these
steps were taken with the aim of impeding the activities of the independent media. If this is not true,
what is the reason for preventing the publication of
these newspapers by the director of the Sharki Ozod

NURDDIN KAPSHIBOEV IS CONFIDENT THAT THE PRESS SHOULD BE
PROTECTED FROM THE GOVERNMENT BY THE LAW

The government closed and sealed the offices of
the privately-owned printer Jiyonkhon on 18 August,
preventing the publication of three newspapers. The
order came just as the company was about to begin
a printrun for the independent weekly Nerui Sukhan. Jiyonkhon is the only companyin the country
that will print the three opposition weeklies Nerui
Sukhan,Ruzi Nav and Najot, the newspaper of the
opposition Islamic Revival party.
In a separate incident, on 16 August the state
printer, Sanadvora, refused to print the opposition
newspaper Odamu Olam, breaking its contract with
the paper, which has not appeared since. This came
in the wake of a physical attack against Rajabi Mirzo, editor of Ruzi Nav and repeated threats against
independent journalist Mavluda Sultonzoda. Earlier
in August, the Paris-based Reporters Without Borders (RSF) and Western embassies in the country,
expressed their concern over the situation, calling
on Dushanbe not to obstruct independent media at
a time when the electorate has a right to a plurality
of views and opinions.
In an interview with IRIN, Nuriddin Karshiboev,
president of the National Association of Independent
Media in Tajikistan (NANSMIT), said the government was trying to restrict the amount of information in the public domain in the pre-election period
and silence its critics. He called for an independent
printing house in Tajikistan with international support.

I R I N

DUSHANBE, 6 September (IRIN) Press freedom is becoming of increasing concern
in Tajikistan, which until now had more favourable conditions for the media than its
Central Asian neighbours. Local observers and media activists say the deterioration
is linked to forthcoming parliamentary elections in February 2005 with independent
media outlets facing growing pressure from the authorities.

QUESTION: How would you describe the situation with regard to press freedom in Tajikistan?
ANSWER: The media freedom situation has
worsened over the past month. Wewarned about
that earlier and now we are sure that the authorities
are increasing the pressure on independent media
ahead of the parliamentary elections.

printing house [Manzurkhon] Dodokhonov?
And why have other printing houses also rejected
publishing opposition newspapers? The authorities
and the media, especially the independent press, are
always in opposition with each other, but the Tajik
authorities are using unacceptable methods in this
struggle.

Q: Three independent and opposition newspapers in Tajikistan - Ruzi Nav,Nerui Sukhan and Najot - were forced out of print after the authorities
closed their printing house on 18 August. Is this an
indication that media freedom is now under real
threat in Tajikistan?
A: The authorities have a right to check the financial activity of business entities. However, in our
opinion, the actions of the financial bodies concern-

Q: Are we looking at censorship in the run up
to February’s election at a time when a free press
could contribute to a better quality poll?
A: Censorship is banned by law in Tajikistan.
However, some officials try to exert political censorship in the media ahead of the polls using illegal
means. They restrict in any way possible access to
any socially significant information, particularly that
related to the government.
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Q: Organisations such as the OSCE [Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe] as
well as foreign embassies are worried. Is there a
role here for the international community to promote media freedom in Tajikistan?
A: International organisations should clearly define their stance with regard to the development of
free media in Tajikistan. I know that many organisations take concrete measures [grants, technical and
training assistance] aimed at supporting the media
in Tajikistan. Unfortunately, there is not always an
assessment of media needs with the involvement of
local journalist organisations. For example, the establishment of an independent printing house under the aegis of the OSCE and UN would be an
important contribution to promoting a free press in
Tajikistan.
Q: What about conditions for journalists in
Tajikistan, such as pay, safety etc. Do they contribute to a weak press?
A: I can assure you that many Tajik journalists
are enthusiasts for their profession. Indeed, their
salaries are meagre and nobody guarantees their security. However, until the events of recent months
there had been some positive trends in the development of the independent press. I think that the
press gets accustomed to struggle and the pre-election period for Tajikistan’s press is crucial [in that
respect].
Q: What needs to be done locally to address
the issue
A: The media should be protected by law against
the arbitrariness of the authorities. Every case of
the [state] putting pressure on the media should
be publicised. It is necessary to demand that state
bodies investigate these cases and make the results
available to the public.
Q: What is your organization doing in this regard?

Conference
Procceeding 1:
Islam and Society
in Central Asia
Dushanbe, Tajikistanm,
14-15 april 2002
(50 pages) In English and Russian

Luigi de Martino
SR2: Peace initiatives
in Central Asia:
an inventory
December 2001
(28 pages, in English only)
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A: NANSMIT has been monitoring abuses of
journalist and media rights in Tajikistan for the past
two years. This project is supported by the Swiss
based non-governmental organization “CIMERA in
Kyrgyzstan”.
Monitoring reports and results are
used for establishing a dialogue between the media
and state bodies, lobbying for journalists and media rights in parliament and institutions ofexecutive
power. We provide legal support to journalists and
media, and develop their skills in protecting their
interests.
We are intending to implement a “Media and
Democracy” programme ahead of the forthcoming
elections. In September the first phase of the Programme - a “Media and Elections” project - will
start, supported by the OSCE centre in Dushanbe.

CENSORSHIP IS BANNED BY LAW IN
TAJIKISTAN. HOWEVER SOME OFFICIALS
TRY TO CARRY OUT POLITICAL
CENSORSHIP OF THE MEDIA AHEAD OF
THE POLLS USING ILLEGAL MEANS.
The project envisages training journalists from all
the regions of Tajikistan. We are also planning to
conduct a survey and monitoring of parliamentary
election coverage in Tajikistan in order to develop
some recommendations for our colleagues.
Q: Are there any positive developments in the
region, media-wise, that could be replicated in
Tajikistan?
A: There are some initiatives, for example libel
decriminalization by [Kyrgyz] President [Askar]
Akaev, but they haven’t been successful. Unfortunately, all Central Asian countries are going to
elections and everywhere there are different issues.
In all the countries, journalists and the media have
problems with the authorities. These issues should
be resolved through dialogue.
By providing experts and journalists of Central Asia the opportunity
to exchange information and discuss on the place and role of Islam
as a religion and a political movement in Central Asia, the conference organised in Dushanbe aimed to raise a more in-depth debate,
which is currently (persistently) lacking in the region. Points of
comparison were made through the two presentations on the functioning of the Islamic State of Iran and the role of political Islam in
the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Representatives of political movements of the Central Asian countries, who participated and openly
discussed on these topics, gave undeniable encouragement of the
possibility for a public and open debate in the region.

International organisations have been key partners of the “transition
process” of the newly independent countries of Soviet Central Asia.
Conflict Prevention/Management programmes have developed in
this regions since the early 90’s. With time however, disenchantment
came over the slow progress in overcoming challenges and conflicts
of this “transition process”. By assessing the types of programmes
supported by international donors, this research aims also to look at
local mechanisms of conflict management. Reflection is made on the
impact of the creation of local NGO’s as an instrument of democratisation, as well as the impact of these programmes and their bilateral
aspect. The research conclude that conflict prevention programme/
management programmes face the following challenge: to become
more than simply an answer to short-term security concerns.
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004
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“Among significant achievements in the constructive
process and among positive shifts, inclusion of formerly
conflicting candidates in the election process has been
observed”. According to the report’s authors, the participation of six parties and independent candidates ensured political pluralism in the parliamentary elections.
At the same time, international observers have spotted shortcomings related to Tajikistan’s media coverage
of the political campaign. Nineteen electronic mass
media and 425 print media were registered in the country at the time.
However, in reality, besides state television only a
few non-governmental TV channels, broadcasting mostly in cities and the northern part of the country and
covering an insignificant area, were on the air on a regular basis. Among the print media the political process
was covered by Dzhumkhuriyat, Sadoi Mardum and Narodnaya Gazeta newspapers, which are financed by the
government, and also by the private weeklies Vechernij
Dushanbe, Biznes i Politika and AziyaPlus.
State TV and radio stations provided air time to the
parties competing in the elections, yet did not ensure
“distribution of balanced information” according to the
observers. The report states that the lack of balance
in the coverage of the political campaign was observed
both in state and independent publications. Newspapers financed by the state devoted over 70% of their
pages to coverage of the president, the government and
the ruling party, PDPT, while ignoring other political
parties.
THE ELECTORAL RACE TODAY
The same political forces that participated in the
2000 elections are involved in the current electoral race
with the exception of the Social Democratic Party of
Tajikistan (SDPT), which at the time was a part of the
New Opposition bloc under the name of Adolat va Taraqqiyot. This bloc, which also included Adolakhto and
the Dzhumbish national movement, achieved very insignificant results—they received 1.32% of the vote. Naturally, it was not possible to get a seat in the parliament
with this (the minimum percentage of votes needed to
secure a seat in the parliament is 5%).
The social democrats intend to reach this mark during the upcoming elections. They plan to publish their
newspaper, and while various problems related to its
MICA, DEC E M BE R 2004

publication are being resolved the party is printing brochures and leaflets with information about its program
and political platform.
WHO IS IN CHARGE OF WHAT…
The periodical of the Democratic Party of Tajikistan
(DPT), a newspaper entitled Adolat, is not yet being
published on a regular basis. Rakhmatullo Valiev, the
vice-chair of the DPT complains of the obstacles created
by the management of Sharki Ozod, a government printing house. The party’s committee even appealed to
the country’s president regarding this issue.
When it comes to a party’s own press, things are
much better at the People’s Democratic Party of Tajikistan (PDPT). Their newspaper, Minbari Khalk is published on a steady basis, regularly including special
supplements in Russian and in Uzbek.
The Communist Party publishes its newspapers, Nidoi Randzhbar, Tozhikiston Ovozi and Golos Tadzhikistana in three languages—Tajik, Uzbek and Russian.
The newspaper of the Party of Islamic Revival, Nachot
is published irregularly.
These three parties were aided by their active inhouse press to achieve success during the last elections.
In the party list vote, PDPT won 64.91% of the votes
and received 15 seats in the parliament, CPT received
20.39% and 5 seats, and PIRT 7.31% and 2 seats.
The emergence of several new independent publications was a noteworthy event in the country’s political
life. The newspapers Ruzi Nav and Nerui Sukhan, both
with a socio-political focus, not affiliated with the government and published in Tajik, were the first of this
kind. Among the broadcast media, Aziya Plus and Vatan radio stations are gaining popularity.
In the summer of 2004 the media climate was clouded by the problems encountered by new publications.
In response to criticism from public and international
organizations the authorities claim that these problems are not of a political nature and are related to tax
violations by the printing house where the four private
weeklies were printed.
Tajikistan’s government continually declares its
intention to make democratic reforms. However the
problems faced by several of the capital’s opposition
newspapers and the obviousness of the source of these
problems significantly mar the country’s image.
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After reading through the report on the outcome of
parliamentary elections in 2000 by the Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights of the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), I discovered
some interesting implications and trends:

N A R ZI EV

TA JI KI S TA N

Just who is
riding high?
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Freedom of speech online
Limited access to websites and filtered content are the problems
encountered by Internet users in Central Asia. These and other
issues were some of the key topics at an international conference entitled Guaranteeing Media Freedom on the Internet.

The conference was held in Amsterdam on 27–
28 August this year under the auspices of the OSCE.
“Ensuring freedom of speech today is combined
with the development of terrorism and changes in
the concepts of human rights,” said Lodewijk Asscher, a Dutch expert in constitutional law, highlighting
especially freedom of speech, privacy and communications secrecy in Internet communications.
He pointed out the emergence of a new type of
censorship, in which individuals and organizations
ask Web specialists to regulate the information flow.
At the same time experts from different countries
voiced the opinion that what the Internet requires is
self-regulation and joint regulation.
THE INTERNET REQUIRES CONTROL
Among the participants at the Amsterdam conference there were quite a few who do not tend to regard the Internet as a product of public consciousness
capable of independently influencing opinions and
even changing traditional democratic values. “The
Internet is not something that changes fundamental
rights such as the freedom of information. …The Internet is primarily a technology, a network enabling
communications. The Internet is not something that
changes the world. It is people who cause change
by using technologies,” says Nico van Eijk, vice-chairman of the Dutch Federation for Media and Communication Law (VMC). According to him, when
cable television had just appeared people also talked about a forthcoming breakthrough in democracy.
“But nothing significant happened,” he added.
Nico van Eijk considers issues related to Internet
regulation the biggest problem. “How the search
engines exactly make their selection is still a big
mystery. They facilitate access to information, but
at the same time can foreclose the access to information,” said the Dutch expert trying to demonstrate
just how vulnerable Internet users are. “We need to
create a consumers’ rights system and also to ensure
transparency in the operation of Internet facilities,”
says Nico van Eijk. He thinks that the Internet requires control, but this control should not be based
on technology. It should be founded on respecting
the fundamental rights—freedom of speech, freedom of information and so on.
Conference participants examined the problem
of Internet regulation in close connection with such
cyberspace phenomena as hate speech and harmful
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content. The experts do not yet agree on a single
definition of these terms.
CYBERSPACE REGULATION
The speech of Sandy Starr, technology editor
and public relations officer at the online current affairs publication spiked [www.spiked-online.com] aroused much interest in this connection. His resume
distributed among conference participants says that
he is a “passionate believer in unqualified freedom
of speech”. In many ways this also explains his
attitudes toward hate speech. “If we aren’t free to
express whatever emotion we like (including hate)
…then we aren’t free at all,” says Sandy Starr. He
thinks that it is necessary to clearly distinguish what
a person says from what he or she does. He emphasized several principles which he thinks should be
used when dealing with hate speech online: don’t
confuse actions with words; don’t confuse emotions with ideas; don’t panic; and don’t patronize the
public.
Meanwhile conference participants expressed
their conviction that the global community should
first of all agree on the definition of hate speech

THE CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS SUPPORTED THE
IDEAS OF MAKING THE INTERNET TRANSPARENT
AND CLEARLY DEFINING AREAS THAT REQUIRE
REGULATION, WHEREBY THE STATE PLAYS A
MANAGERIAL ROLE RATHER THAN BEING A BODY
THAT PERFORMS REGULATION.
and harmful content. There are more problems and
difficulties than unity here. Director of Cyber-Rights [www.cyber-rights.org] Yaman Akdeniz gave
an example of varying interpretations of the harm
caused by pornography. “European Union countries and the United States think that pornography
harms children, some feminist organizations think
it harms women, Saudi Arabia thinks it harms its
people,” said Yaman Akdeniz. “Even within Europe
there are different interpretations of this concept,”
he added. Yaman Akdeniz pointed out that maybe
only child pornography is definitely considered a
problem in all societies. He stressed the necessity
of cooperation between international organizations
in developing unified approaches to self-regulation
and joint regulation of cyberspace.
M I CA , D E CE M B ER 2004
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EXPERTS AGAINST BLOCKING
Despite the fact that the concepts of self-regulation of the Internet and joint regulation were key
to the speeches at the conference, its participants
spoke strongly against any blocking attempts. “Blocking at the level of ISPs leads to legitimization
of censorship,” said Stephane Marcovitch, chairman
of European Internet Service Providers Association

(EURO ISPA). He thinks that blocking will only
create a false illusion of a safe environment. Paulius
Pakutinskas, a representative of Lithuania’s biggest
telecommunications operator, AB Lietuvos Telekomas, supported him in this. “There is no equipment
capable of determining illegal content, and so the
text will seep through the filter,” said Pakutinskas.

Online publications are outside
the law

MICA, DEC E M BE R 2004

thing I want’. And many young journalists get carried away by this. Those who have been working
[in the mass media] for many years have something
like a wall they would never step over, a set of values. On the other hand, many young people think
that they can do anything, and they stop thinking
about the readers. Sometimes these ideas can harm
people.”
A distinctive feature of Kyrgyzstan’s online
publications is that the two most visited information
websites are the resources of the country’s largest
information agencies—the state Kabar Agency and
the private AKIpress. Of all the newspapers only
Vechernij Bishkek, Delo No…, and Obshchestvennyi
Reiting have their own websites, which unlike
their printed versions are not exactly full-fledged
web resources.
Meanwhile most informational
online publications are supported by grants from
international organizations. For example, www.
fergana.org is financed by the Eurasia Foundation
and www.open.kg is supported by Soros
Kyrgyzstan.
Journalists who work for online publications
supported by international organizations cannot
secure their rights and work relations with their
employers on a legal basis. However, the Kyrgyz
Republic media representative Shamaral Maichiev
says that these problems can be solved by voluntarily
registering the online publications as mass media
with the authorities.
Government agencies are also making use of the
opportunities created by the Internet. For example,
in the south of the country Osh provincial state
administration publishes most of its information
on its own website. “All the information we place
on the website,” says the press secretary of Osh
Province’s governor, Zhypar Akunova, “can be
considered official. I am not the only person
who prepares information for the website; the
economic, social and agricultural departments are
also involved.”
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There are some twenty informational websites
in Kyrgyzstan, although local legislation does not
include Internet publications under the definition
of “mass media” as in, say, Kazakhstan.
The only document that regulates information
distribution through the Internet to some extent
is the “Temporary provision on the procedure for
distributing information through the State Internet
Portal (Internet)” adopted by Presidential Decree
No. 10 of 15 January 2004. The provision is akin to
a law and for this reason implies a strict procedure
for uploading and distributing information. A
number of clauses have something in common
with the laws “On the procedure for considering
citizens’ requests, proposals, and complaints”, and
“On guaranteeing access to information” as well
as some others. But, while it remains temporary,
the provision does not include the necessary
structuring of Internet relations as relations with
an information environment. And the main thing
is missing—a clear definition of the Internet as a
legal entity.
Meanwhile, some journalists think that their
work would be made much easier if local legislation
included a law on web publications. This is what
Zamira Sydykova, chief editor of the opposition
newspaper Respublika thinks. “I would welcome
this kind of law. If our lawmakers legalize the
Internet as a type of mass media, all these forums,
where you never know who posted the information,
will disappear. Besides, the Legislative Assembly
has had the bill since last year, but for some reason
they haven’t passed it yet.”
Journalists working for online publications say
that the Internet gives a sense of freedom, of not
being under the government’s control. Being able
to voice any opinion or view on the Internet sometimes conflicts with ethical norms. “Journalists are
not used to working in a virtual world,” says Svetlana Gafarova, a journalist. “Freedom goes to their
heads. Permissiveness appears, like ‘I can write any-

G R OM S K I J K Y R G Y Z S T A N

The uncertain legal status of web-space in Kyrgyzstan creates an ambiguous picture for the development of online publications. On the one hand there are people who propose creating legal
regulations for the Internet, while on the other there are those who voice the opinion that this
would be infringing on the very essence of the Internet.

PA V E L
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The uncertainty of the legal status of
online publications is the reason for double
interpretation of Article 26 of the law “On mass
media”, which states: “Mass media bodies are
not responsible for distributing false information
in the media …if it had been received from
information agencies or the press services of state
or public bodies.” We need to point out that
some websites are not included in this definition
because, for example, www.kabar.kg and www.
akipress.org are not typical online publications,
but rather online versions of the information
agencies’ news lines.
The biggest challenge is perhaps legal
registration of online publications. In terms of
information an online publication can be focused
on one country, but be physically located in
another. “There are many examples of this even in
our republic. The website www.gazeta.kg is located
in the United States. It is virtually impossible to
regulate web publications. And those who try to
confine the Internet to certain limits do not really
know the situation. If GIPI (Global Internet Policy
Initiative, - author’s comment) develops a specific
substantiation for the Internet, it would be a valid
argument. Meanwhile the Internet will be a semiinformational, semi-mail, semi-political resource,”
says Kyrgyzynfo Information Agency director,
Turat Akimov.
GIPI’s reaction about officially making the
Internet an information resource was somewhat
surprising. Ulan Mateev, the project’s coordinator
thinks that it is too early to regard the Internet as
a form of mass media: “If the Internet is considered
mass media, it is just going to make things worse.
Today the equipment is interchangeable, and even
terrorists can create websites, which are impossible
to block. They try [to block them], but it doesn’t
work. They tried to apply legal standards to the
Internet here, but the bill, which was placed online,
was taken back down a day later.”
In June 2004 the Ministry of Transport and
Communication of the Kyrgyz Republic posted
a bill entitled “On the state policy for the
development and use of the Internet in the “dot-

determine society’s attitudes toward this issue,”
he said.
The bill “On the state policy for the
development and use of the Internet” has six
chapters. Among other things, it covers “relations
concerning the development, adoption and use of
legal acts implementing the government policy of
the Kyrgyz Republic regarding Internet users and
operators situated on the territory of the Kyrgyz
Republic”.
The Transport and Communications Ministry’s
attempt to examine a legislative initiative by

IN SOME CIS COUNTRIES THE INTERNET
HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED AND ADOPTED AS
A MEDIUM OF MASS COMMUNICATION
offering it over the Internet creates a conflicting
impression—not knowing whether the Internet in
Kyrgyzstan is a type of mass media, civil servants
nevertheless used it as a means for distributing
information. In some CIS countries the Internet
has been recognized and adopted as a medium
of mass communication. This has entailed all the
ensuing consequences—from taxation, if this mass
media brings profit, to influencing and forming
public opinion, and to the journalist’s “best friend”,
censorship.
While methods used against the unwanted
traditional mass media are those used for business
enterprises or organizations, a simpler method will
be used to deal with web publications—blocking.
In addition to losing their places of employment,
journalists and the editorial staff can be discredited.
“There is the danger of being hacked,” Svetlana
Gafarova voices her concern. “They can upload
information you have nothing to do with. And this
discredits all the staff.”

THE INTERNET GIVES A SENSE OF
FREEDOM, OF NOT BEING UNDER THE
GOVERNMENT’S CONTROL
kg” zone”. It faced a storm of negative feedback
and outright rejection in Kyrgyzstan’s relatively
new web-space. Later the bill was taken down,
as it was decided that it was too early to place
it online. According to the Ministry’s head of
information, Raimbek Dzharkeev the bill was
withdrawn with the purpose of consulting public
and non-governmental organizations about the
controversial issue of governmental regulation
of the Internet. This is confirmed by the chief
executive of the Association of Communication
Operators, Oleg Zherebko. “It was an attempt to
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World essay competition for yound people

Building a Secure Future…
Seeking Practical Solutions
In many of the world’s current crises – e.g. armed conflict, HIV/AIDS, unemployment, financial instability- young people
are on the front lines and are the main victims. To learn what the lack of a secure future really means to young people, to
understand how they deal with this challenge in their daily lives, and enlist their help in finding solutions, the World Bank
is holding a World Essay Competition for students and young people. Partner institutions for the competition are currently
being identified. The competition will be launched in January 2005.

Objectives
• Learn from young people what insecurity really means for them;
• Involve youth in finding concrete solutions for building a more secure future;
• Provide inputs from young people to an annual worldwide conference on development : the Annual Bank Conference on
Development Economics (ABCDE), May 23-24, 2005, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
• Increase the awareness of global poverty issues among young people.

Essay Topic
Building a Secure Future…
Seeking Practical Solutions
• What are the biggest obstacles you face in your daily life?
• What practical solutions would you propose to build a secure future for yourself and others?

Essay Content
Entrants will be specifically requested to avoid general statements, but rather discuss specific experiences and propose
concrete solutions.
Entrants can use one of three approaches to address the second part of the essay (question 2): personal reflection, policy
analysis, or academic inquiry. These categories are explained below. The approaches are provided to give some guidance to
contributing writers; the approach used will not be a criterion in the selection process of the winning essays. Regardless of
the approach, it will be essential to use examples and put forward concrete proposals.
Personal Reflection
The entrant would talk about his/her own personal efforts to solve a problem or grapple with a specific issue (through
volunteer work or other type of involvement), showing i) how this work changed his/her own life or the lives of others, and
ii) explore how those solutions can be adapted to helping others facing the same challenges.
Policy Analysis
Essays in this category would focus on a particular organization or public policy. The goal of the essay would be to show to
what extent the work of an organization or a policy has been effective in building a more secure future by addressing issues
such as unemployment, homelessness, hunger, gender violence etc. The essays should include recommendations on how a
particular project or program can be improved or reformed to have greater impact.
Academic Inquiry
Eligible are all students in life sciences (biology, engineering, environment, etc.), the humanities and social sciences. For
example, students may describe how new technologies might be used to help create or build a more secure future (for
example, environmental or agricultural solutions); they could use historical precedent or example to build their proposals; or
address the topic of insecurity from a philosophical angle.

Who can take part in the World Essay Competition
The World Essay Competition is open to all young people, students and non-students alike, between 18 and 25 years old.
Essays should be submitted by individuals.

Process
The competition will be launched on January 5, 2005 with a massive media campaign, and with posters and leaflets
in universities and youth clubs. The launch will be carried out in close collaboration with World Bank country offices
worldwide.
The competition will be entirely web-based (guidelines, submission of papers, review process, etc).
Young people will be invited to submit their essay (max. 10 pages – 4,000 words) and an abstract (max. 1 page) in French,
English or Spanish. The abstract will serve as the base for a preliminary selection process.
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The deadline for submission is April 15, 2005. The winners will be selected by a jury composed in collaboration with various
World Bank partners.
The selection will be completed by May 2005. The ten or so finalists will be invited to present their essays to a panel of
experts. The winner(s) will present their work to the audience of the ABCDE-Europe 2005 conference, followed by an award
ceremony.
Presentations will be taped and posted on the internet.
A summary of the best essays will be published in the months that follow the award ceremony.

Selection Criteria for Winning Essays
Evaluation criteria will include: quality of proposals, structure and coherence of the arguments, originality/creativity, use of
sources and evidence.

Awards
Awards are anticipated and may include:
• prize of $5,000
• prizes of $1,000

Schedule of the Essay Competition
January 12 , 2005
April 15, 2005
May 15, 2005
May 23-24, 2005

Launch of the Essay Competition -Submissions accepted
Deadline for Submissions
Announcement of finalists
Finalists present their essay to the Jury

THE JOHN SMITH FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMME 2005
The John Smith Fellowship Scheme is an intensive,
6-week program on Good governance, democracy and
social justice.
It is available to promising young leaders from Russia,
the Ukraine, Armenia, Moldova, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and
Azerbaijan.
We are currently seeking applications from potential
candidates for our 2005 Fellowship Programme, to take
place in June/July next year.
Normally, successful candidates are aged between 25 and
35 and in employment at the time of application.
Preference is given to applicants working in:
-

the political process,
legal services, especially in the field of human rights;
journalism/broadcasting;
government service (including local government);
NGOs with explicit involvement in furthering
democracy, equal rights

and
social justice, or promoting democratic access,
participation and accountability in government.
A high standard of competence in the English language is
essential.
Further information on our recruitment criteria,
application details
And deadlines can be obtained from the British Council
website:
http://www.britishcouncil.org/jsmithpublic/index.htm
Country links from this page will give details of the
application process in each of our seven Fellowship
countries.
For further information about the John Smith Memorial
Trust, please visit www.johnsmithmemorialtrust.org
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Internews trainings
in 2005, in
partnership
with ICFJ and FOJO
Seminar on media management
for regional newspapers in
Sweden (FOJO – Internews)

February

Seminar on advanced or
specialized reporting and
elementary trainer-training for
print media (ICFJ – Internews)

March

Seminar on basic TV news
reporting for journalists,
cameramen and editors in Osh
– Level 1 (Internews)

March

Training program “System
of Mobile Management
of Independent Media in
Kyrgyzstan” to train 6 media
outlets on management and
prepare 6 trainers on media
management in print, TV
and radio fields (see below in
“Broadcast Management and
Industry Networking”) (Eurasia
– Internews)
March – April
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